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This snappy, sassy redemption story set in small-town Montana is “a wild and crazy debut novel by a
talented young writer” (Jackie Collins), filled with an uproarious and unforgettable cast of characters you
won’t want to leave behind.

“[The Flood Girls] includes barfights and AA meetings, a parade, a wedding, and a black bear, all of
which Fifield juggles beautifully...The Wild West earns its name all over again in this lovable chronicle
of small-town insanity.” —Kirkus Reviews, Starred Review

Welcome to Quinn, Montana, population: 956. A town where nearly all of the volunteer firemen are named
Jim, where The Dirty Shame—the only bar in town—refuses to serve mixed drinks (too much work), where
the locals hate the newcomers (then again, they hate the locals, too), and where the town softball team has
never even come close to having a winning season. Until now.

Rachel Flood has snuck back into town after leaving behind a trail of chaos nine years prior. She’s here to
make amends, but nobody wants to hear it, especially her mother, Laverna. But with the help of a local boy
named Jake and a little soul-searching, she just might make things right.

In the spirit of Empire Falls and A League of Their Own, with the caustic wit of Where’d You Go, Bernadette
thrown in for good measure, Richard Fifield’s hilarious and heartwarming debut will have you laughing
through tears.
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From reader reviews:

Frances Carlton:

Information is provisions for individuals to get better life, information today can get by anyone with
everywhere. The information can be a understanding or any news even a problem. What people must be
consider if those information which is inside the former life are challenging be find than now's taking
seriously which one would work to believe or which one typically the resource are convinced. If you find the
unstable resource then you obtain it as your main information we will see huge disadvantage for you. All of
those possibilities will not happen throughout you if you take The Flood Girls as your daily resource
information.

Carl Moss:

Reading can called brain hangout, why? Because while you are reading a book specially book entitled The
Flood Girls your head will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in most aspect that maybe
unknown for but surely can be your mind friends. Imaging just about every word written in a e-book then
become one application form conclusion and explanation in which maybe you never get previous to. The The
Flood Girls giving you another experience more than blown away your mind but also giving you useful info
for your better life in this era. So now let us demonstrate the relaxing pattern here is your body and mind will
probably be pleased when you are finished studying it, like winning an activity. Do you want to try this
extraordinary investing spare time activity?

Marianne Guzman:

Reading a book to be new life style in this season; every people loves to read a book. When you learn a book
you can get a great deal of benefit. When you read publications, you can improve your knowledge, due to the
fact book has a lot of information in it. The information that you will get depend on what types of book that
you have read. In order to get information about your research, you can read education books, but if you
want to entertain yourself read a fiction books, these kinds of us novel, comics, and also soon. The The Flood
Girls will give you a new experience in studying a book.

Clifford Caldwell:

A lot of publication has printed but it differs. You can get it by internet on social media. You can choose the
top book for you, science, comedy, novel, or whatever by searching from it. It is named of book The Flood
Girls. You can add your knowledge by it. Without leaving behind the printed book, it could possibly add
your knowledge and make you actually happier to read. It is most critical that, you must aware about book. It
can bring you from one place to other place.
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